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Nuclear logging tools using radioisotopes, Am-241 and Cs-137, are critical for reservoir characterization and related completion and production decisions. Being small, mobile and often used in politically unstable regions, these sources can pose radiological dispersal device (RDD) or so-called ‘dirty bomb’ risks. This concern, heightened by the tragedy of 9/11, has been exacerbated by recent stolen/missing source incidents, existence of a black-market on sources, and attempts at their malevolent use. Consequently, in addition to decades-long industry effort to develop non-nuclear and nuclear-based alternative logging technologies, governments, international agencies, and national labs are actively assessing measures and technologies to mitigate risks of such sources. The presentation briefly surveys this landscape and then focuses on the state of tested switchable nuclear source-based alternatives, namely, 1) D-T neutron generators to replace Am-241 sources in neutron-porosity and mineralogy tools, wireline or LWD, and 2) two switchable alternatives to Cs-137 based density, currently the most accurate estimator of porosity. The Cs137 alternatives tested include a LINAC X-ray wireline tool successfully tested in the 1980s, but not commercialized, and an interpretation algorithm implemented in an LWD tool to utilize gamma-rays from inelastic interactions of high-energy neutrons from a D-T generator. The latter concept, denoted as inelastic n-gamma density (INGD) or as “sourceless” density (SNGD) by some, was initially developed in the 1990s as a cased-hole density indicator. To date, petrophysical parameters from these nuclear-based alternatives, have not, in general, been as accurate as those from radionuclide sources. The talk discusses underlying physics causes of the inaccuracies, the resulting tool design requirements, and petrophysical interpretation complexities that arise to address them. Novel generators, with the potential to directly replace radionuclide sources, are briefly noted. The talk concludes suggesting a comprehensive industry role in source-risk assessment and mitigation, thereby setting the direction of subsurface logging for years to come.
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ABSTRACT

The abrasive wear of drill bits, tunnel boring machine (TBM) cutters, and eventual destruction of entire drilling system or TBM as a result of hitting flint in chalk have previously been reported. These avoidable damages mostly occurred because the physicomechanical properties of flint were not well defined. A detailed understanding of these properties of flint is necessary if the delay in project progress, extra project costs and expensive claims are to be avoided. Unfortunately, the physicomechanical behaviour of flint has received little attention, especially at regional scale. This study, therefore, investigates the physicomechanical properties of some Danish, English, and French flints, to establish the variation of these properties with geographical locations, colour and mineral composition of flint. The study shows the physicomechanical properties of flint vary and is associated with the origin, colour, macro/microstructural details and the mineral composition of the rock. The study, therefore, suggests the need for future engineering projects in chalk with variable colours of flint to anticipate corresponding variable crushing strength, abrasiveness and the overall drillability of the rock. This variability needs to be considered at the risk assessment stage of projects in such formations.
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